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Copper tripeptide-1 belongs to a group of emergency
response molecules which are released during injury and

DEFINITION

come to the body’s aid when the processes below

Copper tripeptide-1 is a small protein composed of the

are activated.

three amino acids (protein building blocks) glycine,
histidine, and lysine combined in a specific geometric

Wound Healing

configuration with the physiologically beneficial mineral

A huge body of scientific evidence supports the essential

copper. It is sometimes abbreviated GHK-Cu, indicating

role of Copper tripeptide-1 in acceleration of wound

the chemical symbols for the four molecules composing

healing.

it.

injury to signal repair processes to begin. Research has

These three amino acids have a very high affinity

This compound is released during any tissue

in

documented its benefit when used in various types of

association with this mineral in biologic systems. Within

wounds, including surgical, post-laser, ischemic, burns,

the body, Copper tripeptide-1 may be found both

skin transplants, hair transplants, and diabetic ulcers.

complexed with or without copper, although the form

Diabetic wounds healed three times faster in the

including copper is more beneficial. Since 1973 when

presence

Copper tripeptide-1 was discovered to cause aged liver

re-epitheliazation is shortened.

(attraction)

for

copper

and

are

often

found

of

Copper

tripeptide-1.

Time

to

cells to behave like young liver cells, a large body of
scientific evidence has accumulated regarding the safety

Tissue Remodeling

and beneficial effects of this fascinating compound.

Furthermore, Copper tripeptide-1 is active not only for
primary healing but also for tissue remodeling, which is

LOCATION IN THE BODY

the return of injured tissue to normal architecture and

Injured tissues of all types contain Copper tripeptide-1,

function.

which acts as a signaling agent for processes of repair

normal collagen synthesis, improves skin thickness, skin

and regeneration, assisting damaged tissue to return to

elasticity and firmness, improves wrinkles, photodamage

normal non-injured function. Copper tripeptide-1 was

and uneven pigmentation, improves skin clarity, and

first found in human plasma, the liquid portion of blood

tightens protective barrier proteins. Through effects on

minus the blood cells, and found to have helpful effects

decorin, new collagen made in injured tissue assumes

for liver cells. Soon, it was also found in saliva, urine,

the correct anatomical configuration and structure

and collagen and then discovered to have important

rather than a disorganized scar.

effects in repairing and maintaining all tissue types.

structures of the dermis, including Collagen I, Collagen

Copper tripeptide-1 is bio-identical in that it has the

III, and glycosaminoglycans, are increased in the

exact chemical structure of molecules found naturally in

presence of Copper tripeptide-1 as normal tissue

the human body. Since it is a small molecule, it is able

configuration is restored after injury.

to move easily within tissue and around cells. Much of

processes

its benefit relates to its ability to efficiently bind and

increases through direct effects on fibroblasts. Copper

transfer copper ions. Copper tripeptide-1 is a member of

tripeptide-1 blocks the effects of toxins on liver cells. It

a large family of copper-containing enzymes helpful in

improves surgical outcome of joint replacements by

tissue repair, inflammation, metabolism, and synthesis

increasing bonding strength and new bone formation

of vital molecular structures.

between hardware and native bone. It also encourages

It increases keratinocyte proliferation and

are

minimoized

and

Matrix support

Scar-forming

protein

synthesis

healing of all types of gastrointestinal ulcers, including
1
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those secondary to inflammatory bowel disease.
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